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Creative Blog
Watercolour

Cake is always a good idea, also as a watercolour painting 
with the HORADAM® watercolours - with Tanja Werner

Who says cake always makes you fat? The watercolour 
painter Tanja Werner presents a cake without calories and 
only with the finest HORADAM® watercolours.

You will need:
• Colours: Schmincke HORADAM® watercolour in tubes 

or pans in Titanium opaque white 101, Scarlet red 363, 
purple magenta 367, quinacridone violet 368, Cobalt vio-
let hue 473, Graphite grey 788

• Paper: Hahnemühle Anniversary Edition Watercolour 
425 h/m² 24x32 cm

• Brushes: da Vinci NOVA Synthetics Gr. 2, Raphael 
Softaqua 8056

• Fineliner: Sakura Pigma Micron 01
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Step 1:
At the beginning I sketch my chosen motif with light pencil 
lines, in this case a French raspberry cream dessert, on wa-
tercolour paper. If a line should not succeed correctly, I use 
a kneading gum to protect the sensitive watercolour paper.

Step 2
Now I draw some shadow areas with HORADAM® Graphite 
Grey 788 (strongly diluted) into the motif to give a certain 
plasticity. I use a blur brush to create smooth gradients.

Step 3
In the further process I work with different HORADAM® 
Rose/Red shades, purple magenta 367, quinacridone violet 
368, Cobalt violet hue 473 and then mix them together to 
work out the individual cake layers. I make sure that the 
creamy layers of cake get a lighter colour and the raspberry 
jelly filling gets a darker colour. I achieve this mainly by mixing 
the different HORADAM® colours, but also by regulating the 
use of water. To prevent the individual layers of paint from 
blurring, I skip one cake layer at a time and paint the other 
layers as soon as the first ones have dried.
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Step 4:
Gradually, the fine details of the dessert are worked out 
layer by layer. I start with the lighter shade, on which the 
different consistencies as well as the surfaces of the cake 
layers are shown using the dab technique for the rough bi-
scuit base. The smoothest possible colour gradients of jelly 
and cream are achieved by the dosed use of water.

Step 5: 
Now the details of the fruity cake topping can be painted by 
applying the structure of the strawberry and raspberry layer 
by layer with very diluted with water HORADAM® Scarlet 
363 after drying the respective layer. Already in this phase 
I keep in mind the grain and the light spots of the fruits by 
leaving certain areas unpainted.

Step 6: 
I achieve depth by applying slightly diluted HORADAM®  

Graphite Grey 788 onto the already dried colour layers of 
the dessert. Furthermore, I underline the paper folds with 
light and shadow effects.
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Step 7:
This 3D-effect can be enhanced by a black ink outline, which 
I insert into the watercolour painting with a slight swing.

Step 8:
To give the drawing more lightness, I work with blotches, 
which I apply over the painting with a thicker brush, soaked 
with HORADAM® watercolor Purple-Magenta 367 and wa-
ter on my index finger. This results in slight spots of paint, 
depending on the amount of paint and water in the brush. 
The thicker spots of paint can be effectively loosened up by 
blowing them apart with a straw.

Step 9:
Finally, I work a little on the shadow effect and achieve more 
intensity, for example, with additional layers of HORADAM® 
Graphite Grey 788 or with a dot shading with a fineliner. The 
fruits also gain in plasticity with highlights in HORADAM®  
Titanium Opaque White 101.
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Step 10:
I like to round off my drawings with a lettering, which I apply 
with a fine brush, diluted watercolor and a fineliner. The text 
gives an indication of the place of origin, the situation or 
even the respective experience.

About the artist

Tanja Werner holds a degree in architecture and a master's degree in urban 
planning from the University of Wuppertal. Together with her training as a 
media designer, which she successfully completed before, her life has been 
shaped by design and conceived design. In addition to various digital design 
projects for a wide range of companies, she worked on the agency side as head 
of graphics.
Since 2017 she has devoted herself mainly to analogue design and published 

her own watercolour projects under the name cube.w3, as well as digital mini-tutorials on Instagram for learning water-
colour techniques. She offers analogue workshops for Lettering and Watercolor, in which she provides her course partici-
pants with specially developed guides as working material and works through them personally and individually, depending 
on the level of the participants. She no longer realizes her special orientation towards architecture and urban planning only 
in the digital 3D world, but she also lives it out passionately as an urban sketcher. She conquers the urban space with her 
mini watercolour box of Schmincke HORADAM® both intensively and sensitively and thus opens her perception for the 
following design steps and the participation of her course participants.

More about Tanja Werner:  www.cubew3.de, auf Instagram #cube.w3, auf facebook und Pinterest: cube.w3

The described product attributes and application examples have been tes-
ted in the Schmincke laboratory. The information is based on our current 
state of technical findings and experience. Due to the diversity of applica-
tions in terms of painting techniques, materials and working conditions, 
as well as numerous possible influences, this information is based on a 
general application range. A legally binding guarantee of specific attributes 
or the suitability for a specific usage purpose cannot be derived from our in-
formation; therefore the use of the products must be adapted to the users' 
individual conditions and tested in trials. For this reason, we cannot provide 
a warranty for product attributes and/or assume liability for damages that 
occur in connection with the use of our products.

By the way:  Specifics for handling and product safety you will find on our 
website www.schmincke.de  (e.g. download/safety data sheets). 

For special questions please don´t hesitate to ask our team in the lab! 
The best way to get in contact with them is via mail at:
laborteam@schmincke.de.  


